Message from the SKHS Director
Fall 2020
Dear alumni,
I hope that you are all keeping well. It goes without saying that 2020 has been a year like no other. The
past 8 months have pushed us into unprecedented territory. During this time, we have all had to find
new ways of working and engaging students. I am incredibly proud of the work that our faculty, adjuncts
and staff have done to adjust and respond to the demands of remote education. The majority of faculty
and staff are currently still working remotely, although some of our exercise science labs have reopened and research is taking place with extra health and safety protocols in place.
This fall we welcomed our largest kinesiology cohort to the School and as you can see from the year
dance video below the virtual orientation was full of energy, spirit and connections. Although we
couldn't welcome you back for Homecoming this year, we appreciated your remote engagement while
monitoring your posts through our social media (the winner of our Homecoming challenge is announced
below).
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As a School, we have also been actively responding to the need for action to address systemic racism.
This includes serious reflection about racism within our own institution and local community. In
response to targeted vandalism experienced by the Four Directions Student Centre this summer, we
installed Indigenous Nations and LGBTQ2+ pride flags in our lobby. You can read about this act of
solidarity, here: https://skhs.queensu.ca/flags-hung-in-the-foyer-of-skhs/. We have also initiated a
faculty and staff discussion group to explore ideas on anti-racism through selected reading materials and
podcasts. Our Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) committee is in the process of analyzing in-depth
interviews that were conducted with racialized students (graduate and undergraduate) to better
understand their experiences in the School and to develop specific initiatives to ensure that all students
feel included in our programs, in our spaces and in the curriculum. We will host the first SKHS antiracism seminar on November 18th with guest speaker Dr. Janelle Joseph on “Kinesiology, Sport and the
Systemic Barriers of Racism”. Alumni are welcome to attend.
In addition to the significant changes brought about by COVID-19, there are many new faces in SKHS this
year and we introduce you to our newest staff and faculty members below. We are all accessible
virtually and have been finding new ways to use technology to sustain our connections with each other
and the School.
As always, I welcome you to connect with me at skhs.director@queensu.ca.
Yours sincerely,
Kyra Pyke Ph.D.
Director, SKHS

******************************************************************************

Homecoming 2020
Homecoming looked a little different this year. Instead
of our traditional alumni breakfast, we encouraged
alumni to connect online and share their reunions with
us via social media using the hashtag #skhsalumni.
We saw some great engagement and connections over
homecoming weekend.
Al Shaw, PHE ’88 was the lucky recipient of our alumni
care package.
Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook and Instagram for
updates!
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PHE/KIN Alumni Pen Pal program:

Are you wanting to share your legacy and inspire students in kinesiology? This year PHEKSA is
introducing a pen pal program! If you are interested in connecting with Kinesiology undergraduate
students this is your opportunity. Due to the limited social interactions we are able to participate in this
year, a pen pal program will act as a means of connecting our community to yours! There are no special
requirements to participate so if you are looking to create relationships and inspire future generations,
please email the following information:
First and Last name
Address
Email
Graduating year and program
Please sign up by December 1st to: sroutreach@pheksa.queensu.ca.
Looking forward to kick starting a new tradition the old-fashioned way!

******************************************************************************
KIN 2024 Year Dance (Orientation Transition week 2020):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7XsFNtuh4w&feature=youtu.be
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******************************************************************************

SPOTLIGHT ON…..
SKHS collaborative research:
Drs. Robert Ross, Jennifer Tomasone, Ian Janssen, and Amy Latimer-Cheung were part of the team that
developed Canada's first 24-Hour Movement Guidelines for Adults, which launched on Thursday,
October 15th, 2020. Developed in partnership with the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, Public
Health Agency of Canada, Queen’s University and ParticipACTION, these guidelines integrate
recommendations for physical activity, sedentary behaviour and sleep.

Read more at: Queen’s Gazette & CSEP Launch
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SPOTLIGHT ON…
SKHS faculty excellence:
Dr. Amy Latimer-Cheung
Four Queen’s University researchers have been elected to the
Royal Society of Canada, which is one of the highest
recognitions for Canadian academics in the arts, humanities,
and the social and natural sciences. Dr. Amy Latimer-Cheung
was named as a member of the College of New Scholars,
Artists and Scientists for her research encouraging people to
be more physically active.
READ MORE

SPOTLIGHT ON…
SKHS teaching excellence:
In response to the pandemic, Dr.
Samantha King adapted her Politics of
Health and Illness (HLTH 334) to answer
questions around COVID-19 and its
effects, along with exploring health and
illness as products of systemic forces.
“University is all about asking new
questions and challenging our
assumptions. This course helps students
to do that with a specific focus on Covid19. They are learning that the emergence
of a virus of this kind was not inevitable,
nor are the ways that we respond to it as
a society. And they get to do that by focusing on interdisciplinary knowledge about topics such as
zoonosis, public health surveillance, vaccines, long-term care, houselessness, and more,” outlines Dr.
King.
Read More at: Queen’s Gazette and The Kingston Local

******************************************************************************
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Class of 2020 farewell from faculty & staff:

o
We look forward to celebrating our most recent alumni at the upcoming virtual convocation celebration
for the PHE, KIN and HLTH Classes of 2020 at noon November 18th, 2020!

******************************************************************************
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SKHS Staff & Faculty Hires in 2020:
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